MINUTES

• Welcome and Security Team Introduction
  Vice President Scott welcomed the members to the committee. He emphasized the importance of two-way communication between students and Security. Vice President Scott also reminded the group this is not a closed door meeting where political decisions are/were being made, this is a platform for conversation and insight to improve the department and the relationships this department has with students.

• Committee Member & Staff Introductions
  Security Staff introduced themselves to the group. The committee members then introduced themselves to the group.

• Security Overview, Updates, and Upcoming Projects
  Security Overview & Updates:
  o Vice President Scott discussed the various aspects of the Johns Hopkins Security. There are many campuses (hospital and university); he noted that historically there have been different, independent teams at each entity, but we are working to transition the department from siloed locations into one unified entity. Vice President Scott informed the group JH Security officers are not armed (although, we do have armed off-duty BPD officers and Baltimore City Sheriff’s deputies on our team).
  o Vice President Scott stressed the importance of 1:1 conversations and meeting with the members of our community, he noted our department wants our community to feel like they can come to us with Security issues.
- Last, Vice President Scott discussed the Investigative Team, victim advocacy, and our K9 Team (Instagram @JohnsHopkinsK9)

**Upcoming Projects:**
- Vice President Scott discussed several of our ongoing and upcoming projects, including:
  - Active Shooter Preparedness Video
  - Behavioral Health Response with Security project – pair mental health clinicians with our officers
  - Transition from Security to PUBLIC SAFETY because we do more than Security; many more facets to our department (this transition includes a new website)
  - Social Media Input
  - Strategic Plan (5-10 yrs)

- **Committee Goals/Discussions**
  - The students expressed their interest in many topics, including:
    - COVID
    - Mental Health Support & Training
    - Implicit Bias/Messaging around safety & security
    - Victim Support & Advocacy on college campuses
    - Undergrad & International understanding of Security

- Evie Uhlfelder briefly mentioned the use of the Student Advisory Committee for Security Teams Site to post agenda, draft minutes, and continue conversation

- The meeting concluded at 5:02 p.m. and the students were encouraged to connect on Teams and to email Security Staff their questions.